PRODUCT DATA

1616 - X1 CERAMIC ANTI SEIZE SPRAY

DESCRIPTION
1616 X1 eXcellent Anti Seize spray is a non-metallic ceramic base grease, capable of
withstanding extreme pressures and temperatures.
The ceramic technology leaves an inert barrier of microscopic platelets which will help prevent
seizure long after greases fail due to high temperature. It provides with an ultra thin film,
giving lasting lubrication and protection.

MAIN PROPERTIES
Good penetrating and lubricating properties - stops squeaking - penetrating properties - water
repellent - corrosion preventive - suitable for vertical surfaces, will not run - white colour gives
visual confirmation of lubrication - non silicon, bodyshop safe - H1 compliant for incidental
food contact - Non metal and non conductive - Insulates, prevents seizure between dissimilar
metals - Non silicon.
RECOMMENDED USES
Lubricating bearings, gears, cables and chains etc. Protection of metal surfaces against rust.
Lubricating locks, hinges, and other moving parts. Ideal for tracks and slide conveyors. Water
resistant, can be used on water pumps etc.
TECHNICAL DATA
Appearance:
Colour:
Operating temperature:

Transparent
White
-30°C to 1100°C.

SURFACE PREPARATION
Ensure electrical equipment is isolated and check surfaces for compatibility prior to
application. Clean and remove old lubricant from components prior to application.
DIRECTION FOR USE
Shake aerosol before use. Spray a light film onto surface from 20 to 30 cm. Do not over apply.
APPLICATION CONDITIONS
Apply at temperatures between 5° and 35°C.
SAFETY
Consult Safety Data Sheet and Safety Information printed on the can.
SHELLIFE / STORAGE CONDITIONS
3 years from date of production in unopened cans, if stored in dry, well ventilated areas, not in
direct sunlight at temperatures between 5° and 35°C.
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The information contained herein is given in good faith. However, since application conditions are beyond our control, Rust-Oleum
Netherlands B.V. cannot assume responsibility for any risks or liabilities which may result from the use of these products. The
company reserves the right to modify data without prior notice.
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